• Lowest Cost to Market – Competitive pricing for our industry leading innovative design so that you can outsource your manufacturing at the lowest possible cost, and direct more focus on growing your business.
• Sleek Design – Consumer preferred style that is both functional and attractive, customized to gain a favorable competitive advantage in the mind of the user.
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• Easy Setup – Collapsed unit can be setup in 15 minutes, by lifting walls and lowering roof.
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- Rapid Expansion – Scalable production able to meet any increasing supply needs of new and expanding customers through 3 independent factories, and always two material suppliers to each factory.
Continuous Quality Control Engineering Analysis – Factory, Supplier and in field at customers location analysis to seek out ways to improve product components, incorporate new technologies and eliminate future maintenance.
• Fast Track R&D – Everything needs to change as new technologies, materials, manufacturing processes, and innovations become known. We actively search the world for better ways to improve our products so that our customers gain a competitive edge in the market.
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- 24/7 Supply Chain Logistical Support – Tracking information, forecasting supply needs, computerized key statistics reporting, and a can-do at corporate culture are just some of the services included in our price.
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- Ongoing Shipping Savings – Innovative collapsible design allows for tremendous shipping cost savings immediately in bringing units to the market and even more savings for the long term back hauls.
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- Direct Shipping – Delivery of finished units from factories in China directly to the customer is possible.
• Efficient Packing – 12 to 15 units with roofs loaded in vertical position. The dimensions of the collapsed unit and the container determine if units should be loaded horizontally or vertically, with or without roofs.
A Strategic Relationship with our Customers

USC has quickly become the leader in the portable and moving storage industry serving the leading companies in this industry in the US, with offices in New York, Atlanta and Beijing. Capitalizing on its collapsible design technology, USC has brought to market its revolutionary Z-Box portable and moving storage containers. This product has transformed the way that USC customers do their business, making them more efficient and profitable.